We propose a class of nonlocal boxes named functional boxes which include a generalization of the Popescu-Rohrlich(PR) box as a special case. We show that every functional box corresponding to an additively inseparable function can make communication complexity trivial and thus seems unlikely to exist in nature. Then we relate general nonlocal boxes to these functional boxes, and derive several limits on them from the principle of information causality.
In another line, Paw lowski et al. [18] considered a scenario in which Alice had a database of N independent and random bits, and a distant party, Bob, was asked to guess a the k-th bit in Alice's database for random k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. They suggested a principle stating that Bob can gain at most m bits of information about Alice's database by using his local resources and receiving m bits from Alice. This principle was named information causality. When m = 0, it reduces to no-signalling. It * Electronic address: gmwang@eecs.berkeley.edu was demonstrated that using many copies of PR boxes Bob can correctly guess any bit of Alice with certainty by receiving only 1 bit from her. Moreover, any correlation exceeding Tsirelson's bound for the CHSH inequality violates information causality. The implications of information causality on nonlocality were further explored in Refs. [21, 23, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
A common feature of these two proposals is that the PR box perfectly cracks the information processing task under consideration. It also exhibits an extremely strong power for other tasks [6, 14] . The reason for the success of this box can be summarized as follows. Essentially, the aforementioned tasks can be viewed as that Alice and Bob want to compute some function f (x, y) in some distributed way, where x and y are initially held by Alice and Bob respectively. Note that any boolean (or arithmetic) function can be computed by a circuit consisting of XOR (or addition) and AND (or multiplication) gates. These two types of gates generally do not commute. However, using a PR box, AND operations are "transformed" into XOR operations, in the way that the AND of two inputs is encoded as the XOR of two outputs. So Alice and Bob effectively convert the original circuit into a "circuit" consisting of only XOR operations, which are commutative. Then Alice and Bob can reorder their operations, compact them, and minimize the interaction between them. This argument was made explicit in the discussion of communication complexity [5] . But it can also explain the success of PR box for the information causality task, since that task can be viewed as the communication complexity problem for a special functionthe index function f ( x, y) ≡ x y , with the extra condition that the communication is only from Alice to Bob.
In light of the above observation, we introduce a class of nonlocal boxes called functional boxes. This class of boxes include a generalization of PR box as a special case. A functional box's inputs and outputs have p possible values which are identified with the elements of Z p , where p can be any prime number. This box encodes the value of a function f : Z p × Z p → Z p over its inputs as the difference of its outputs. In particular, the PR box is just the functional box corresponding to f (x, y) = xy and p = 2. We find that, as long as f is not additively separable (see section 2 for definition), the corresponding functional box is asymptotically equivalent to a general-ized PR box. (More specifically, an additively inseparable function contains a component that is about the multiplication of its two variables, and we show that this component can be isolated out by using a difference method, and hence the corresponding functional box can be transformed into a generalized PR box.) We also prove that a generalized PR box can enable perfect distributed computation and make communication complexity trivial. As a result, any functional box equivalent to it has the same power and is unlikely to exist in nature. Then the next question is how well these functional boxes might be approximated. We derive several bounds on the proximity between a plausible p-nary-input, p-nary-output box and these functional boxes, from the principle of information causality. In order to do this, we extend the basic and nested protocols in Ref. [18] to the p-nary digit case. Besides, we also present a generalization of the depolarization process that transforms any binary-input binaryoutput box into an isotropic one [11, 32] , which might be of independent interest.
II. FUNCTIONAL BOXES AND COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY
Let us first review several basic definitions about nonlocal boxes. Definition 1. A bipartite correlation box (or simply a box) is a hypothetical device shared by two spatial separated parties Alice and Bob that receives an input x ∈ X from Alice and an input y ∈ Y from Bob, and outputs a ∈ A to Alice and b ∈ B to Bob, according to a joint probability distribution P (a, b|x, y). Without causing ambiguity, we also call this box P .
If P satisfies
then it is no-signalling. Namely, Alice cannot signal to Bob via her choice of input to this box and vice versa.
If Alice and Bob can simulate P using shared randomness (without communication between them), then P is local. Otherwise, it is nonlocal.
For example, the standard PR box is given by
where a, b, x, y ∈ {0, 1}. Note that P R(a|x, y) = P R(b|x, y) = 1 2 , ∀a, b, x, y. So this box is no-signalling. In this paper, we focus on no-signalling boxes for which |X | = |Y| = |A| = |B| = p, where p can be any prime number. Without loss of generality, we assume X = Y = A = B = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} ≡ Z p , and all the following computation related to x, y, a, b is modulo p.
edly computed by Alice and Bob if, when Alice is given any x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) ∈ Z n p and Bob is given any y = (y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y m−1 ) ∈ Z m p , Alice can produce a ∈ Z p and Bob can produce b ∈ Z p such that a − b = F ( x, y).
If F can be distributedly computed with certainty (or with constant probability), then the deterministic (or probabilistic) communication complexity of F becomes trivial, since Alice can simply send a to Bob and then Bob can calculate a − b = F ( x, y).
Let us first consider the following box, which is a straightforward generalization of standard PR box to the p-nary input/output case:
where a, b, x, y ∈ Z p .
In particular, the standard PR box is just P R 2 . Note
Given arbitrarily many copies of P R p , Alice and Bob will be able to distributedly compute any function F : Z n p × Z m p → Z p perfectly. To prove this, fist note that F ( x, y) can always be written as a multivariate polynomial whose degree in each x i or y j is no larger than p − 1: Definition 4. For any function f : Z p × Z p → Z p , the functional box corresponding to f is defined as
where a, b, x, y ∈ Z p . Namely, P f can be directly used to distributedly compute f . In particular, P R p can be viewed as the functional box corresponding to f (x, y) = xy. Note that
where I is the indicator function (i.e. I E = 1 if E is true, and 0 otherwise). Namely, ∆(f ) is the maximum of the degrees of the terms in f that can be divided by xy.
Obviously, a function f is additively inseparable if and only if ∆(f ) ≥ 2. Only an additively inseparable f contains a term that is related to the product of x and y. So one may naturally wonder if P f can be used to simulate P R p . If so, then P f can also benefit distributed computation. We find that it is indeed the case, provided we are given sufficiently many copies of P f .
Definition 7.
We use the notation P 1 → P 2 to denote the fact that we can use N copies of P 1 to simulate a P 2 exactly, for some N ≥ 1. We also use P 1 ↔ P 2 to denote that P 1 → P 2 and P 2 → P 1 , i.e. P 1 and P 2 are asymptotically interconvertible.
Z p → Z p , then we can build a local model for P f as follows: Alice and Bob first generate a uniformly random variable z ∈ Z p , then Alice outputs a = g(x) + z and Bob outputs b = −h(y) + z.
(2)Suppose f is additively inseparable. We first show P R p → P f . Recall that we have already shown how to use many copies of P R p to perform distributed computation of any functions, including f . So Alice and Bob can first use that protocol to obtain a and b such that a − b = f (x, y). Then they generate a uniformly random z ∈ Z p and modify their outputs by a → a + z and
It remains to show P f → P R p . Proof by induction on ∆(f ):
• Base case: ∆(f ) = 2. In this case, we have
for some λ = 0 and g, h : Z p → Z p . We can use a P f to simulate a P R p as follows: Alice inputs x and Bob inputs y to P f , and suppose they obtain outputs a and b respectively. Then Alice sets
as her final output, while Bob sets
as his final output. Then we have
Furthermore, since a (or b) is uniformly random, a (or b ) is also uniformly random conditioned on any (x, y).
• Inductive step: Suppose P f → P R p for any f with ∆(f ) = k for some k ≥ 2. Consider any f with ∆(f ) = k + 1 ≥ 3. Such f (x, y) (viewed as a bivariate polynomial) contains a term that is a multiple of x 2 y or xy 2 . We deal with the two cases separately. In the first case, consider
Compared to f , the degree of f (1) in x is decreased by 1, while its degree in y is the same or smaller. Moreover, it is easy to see
Thus by induction P
can be simulated with two copies of P f as follows: for the first P f , Alice inputs x + 1 and Bob inputs y, and assume they receive outputs a 1 and b 1 ; for the second P f , Alice inputs x and Bob inputs y, and assume they receive outputs a 2 and b 2 . Then Alice sets a = a 1 − a 2 as her final output, and Bob sets b = b 1 − b 2 as his final output. Then we have
So
A similar argument holds for the second case. But in this case, we consider
which satisfies
Then by induction P
can also be simulated with two copies of P f . Therefore we have
Remark 9. This proof actually yields a recursive strategy to simulate P R p with 2 ∆(f )−2 copies of P f . To be specific, we have shown
where
The strategy is to use a P f L to simulate a P R p , where this P f L is simulated with two copies of P f L−1 , where each copy of P f L−1 is simulated with two copies of P f L−2 , and so on. Overall, 2
This strategy can be demonstrated by the following example. Suppose p = 3 and f :
Using two copies of P f , we can simulate a P f1 where
Then using two copies of P f1 (each of which is simulated with two copies of P f ), we can simulate a P f2 where
Finally, we can simulate a P R p with a P f2 by Alice subtracting her output by 2x + 1. Overall, four copies of P f is used to to simulate a P R p .
Hence there are only two inequivalent classes of functional boxes with respect to asymptotic transformation: those corresponding to additively separable functions are local and cannot benefit distributed computation, while the others are all equivalent to P R p and can enable perfect distributed computation and make communication complexity trivial. Therefore, we have Theorem 10. In any world where communication complexity is not trivial, the functional box P f corresponding to any additively inseparable function f : Z p × Z p → Z p cannot be implemented perfectly.
III. LIMITS ON NONLOCALITY FROM INFORMATION CAUSALITY
In the previous section, we have shown that an exact implementation of P f for any additively inseparable function f is impossible, unless communication complexity collapses. So now the question is how well these boxes might be implemented in nature. In this section, we partially answer this question by deriving several bounds on the proximity between any plausible p-nary-input, pnary-output box and these functional boxes, from the principle of information causality. But before doing that, we need to first present the following result which is a key ingredient to our analysis.
A. Generalized Depolarization Process
It is well known that any binary-input, binary-output box can be transformed into an isotropic one:
where P N is the completely random noise (i.e.
P N (a, b|x, y) = 1 4 , ∀a, b, x, y ∈ Z 2 ), and P R 2 is the anti-PR box (i.e. P R 2 (a, b|x, y) = 1 2 if a + b = xy + 1, and 0 otherwise, ∀a, b, x, y ∈ Z 2 ), via the so-called depolarization process [11, 32] : Alice and Bob generate three independent and uniformly random bits α, β and γ, and modify their inputs and outputs by
Here we prove an analogue of this result for p-nary-input, p-nary-output boxes.
Definition 11.
where a, b, x, y, j ∈ Z p .
Lemma 12.
Given any p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P , define
Proof: Consider the following protocol: Alice and Bob generate three independent and uniformly random variable α, β, γ ∈ Z p . They input
to box P . Suppose they obtain outputs a and b . Then they set
as their final outputs. Suppose this protocol realizes a box P . Then for any given a, b, x, y, P (a, b|x, y) = 1
Note that
which implies
Hence, any p-nary-input, p-nary-output box can be transformed into a probabilistic mixture of P R p,j 's, each of which is essentially equivalent to P R p up to an additive shift of the outputs.
Remark 13. Lemma 12 can be straightforwardly generalized to the case of any q-nary input/output box where q does not have to be prime.
B. Limits on Nonlocality from Information Causality
Let us briefly review the principle of information causality [18] . It was introduced via the following communication task, which is similar to a random access code [33] or oblivious transfer [6, 34] . Suppose Alice and Bob are two spatially separated parties. Alice receives a string of N random and independent p-nary digits x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N −1 ) ∈ Z N p . Bob receives a random variable y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N −1} and is asked to give the y-th digit of Alice. To achieve this, they may share in advance some no-signalling resources such as shared randomness, entangled states or nonlocal boxes. Besides, Alice is allowed to send at most m p-nary digits (or equivalently, mlog 2 p bits) to Bob. Let us denote Bob's output by b. The degree of their success is quantified by
where I(x i : b|y = i) is the Shannon mutual information between x i and b, under the condition that Bob receives y = i. Note that if P (b = x i |y = i) = p i , then by Fano's inequality,
The principle of information causality states that for any physically allowed theories, we must have
Both classical and quantum correlations satisfy this condition. However, it is unknown whether all postquantum correlations violate this condition. Now suppose Alice and Bob share unlimited number of copies of a p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P , and Alice is allowed to send only one p-nary digit to Bob, i.e. m = 1. We are going to investigate how P can help them in this task, and presents several limits on P from condition (34) .
We will consider the cases of N ≤ p and N ≥ p separately. and Bob receives y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} ⊆ Z p . Bob aims to obtain the value of
for any x ∈ Z N p and y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N −1} ⊆ Z p . Moreover, the right-hand side of the above equation has degree N −1 in y. So F ( x, y) can be rewritten as
for some F k : Z N p → Z p . This fact suggests a protocol that generates each term y k F k ( x) independently and then sums them together. For P R p , this can be achieved by Alice inputting F k ( x) and Bob inputting y k , then the difference between their outputs would be y k F k ( x). For a general box P , by lemma 12, it can be converted into a mixture of P R p,j boxes which can be viewed as an imperfect P R p box with random additive noise. As long as the random noise is not very bad, we can still pretend it to be a P R p and achieve a high efficiency. So consider the following protocol: Protocol 1 basicRAC(p, N, c, P, x, y) Setup: p is prime. N ≤ p. Alice has x ∈ Z N p and Bob has y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. They share at least N − 1 copies of a p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P . They also choose c ∈ Zp. Steps: 1. Alice and Bob convert each copy of P into a copy
µjP Rp,j (where µj is given by Eq. (23)), using the protocol given in the proof of lemma 12.
2. Alice and Bob use N − 1 copies of box P as follows: for the k-th box, Alice inputs F k ( x) (which is given by Eqs.(36) and (37)) and Bob inputs y k , and suppose they get outputs a k and b k respectively, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. For an illustration of this protocol, see Fig. 1 . Remark 14. When p = 2 and N = 2, we have F (x 0 , x 1 , y) = x 0 + (x 0 + x 1 )y and hence F 1 (x 0 , x 1 ) = x 0 + x 1 , F 0 (x 0 , x 1 ) = x 0 . Then the above protocol with c = 0 reduces to the basic protocol in Ref. [18] .
Let us analyse the efficiency of this protocol. First, consider the special case of P = P R p and c = 0. In this case, step 1 does not have any effect on P R p , and we have P = P R p . So in step 2, we have
As a result, Bob's output
(39) So Bob correctly guesses x y with certainty.
However, by lemma 12, P is generally not P R p , but equals P R p,j with probability µ j , ∀j ∈ Z p . Then
And Bob's output is
which is correct if and only if
which happens with probability
where µ = (µ 0 , µ 1 , . . . , µ p−1 ). Note that this probability is independent of y. So by Eq. (33), we must have
and Θ
−1
p (·) is its inverse function [35] , for condition (34) to be satisfied.
Note that ∀c ∈ Z p , ∀M ≥ 1,
) is the p-dimensional generalization of Pauli Z matrix, ω p = e i2π/p , and in the second step we use tr(Z i p ) = 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , p − 1. Therefore, Theorem 15. In any world where information causality holds, any p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P satisfies:
where µ j is defined as Eq.(23). They share at least N − 1 copies of a p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P . They also choose c ∈ Zp. Steps: If N = p, then Alice and Bob execute basicRAC(p, N, c, P, x, y). Otherwise:
• Alice: she divides her input x into The recursiveRAC protocol can be viewed as a level-n pyramid of basicRAC protocols. Its idea is that Alice uses level k + 1 to transmit her messages generated at level k, while Bob uses level k + 1 to reveal the message he needs at level k, ∀k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Although Alice accesses totally (p − 1) n−1 k=0 p k = N − 1 copies of P , Bob only accesses n(p − 1) copies of P and only these boxes are truly relevant to his final output. Each of these boxes contributes to his final output an additive shift that equals j with probability µ j , ∀j ∈ Z p . So Bob's final guess is correct if and only if all these additive shifts and Bob receives y = (y1y0)3 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 8}. They also share at least N − 1 = 8 copies of some box P . The protocol consists of three level-0 and one level-1 executions of the basic protocol illustrated in Fig.1 . For Alice, she executes the three level-0 basic protocols with inputs (x0, x1, x2), (x3, x4, x5) and (x6, x7, x8) respectively. Suppose her messages (which are not really sent) are q0, q1, q2 respectively. Then she executes the level-1 basic protocol with input (q0, q1, q2), and truly sends her message for this one. For Bob, he executes the level-1 basic protocol with input y1, and suppose his output is q. Then he executes only the y1-th level-0 basic protocol with input y0(this figure shows the case y1 = 1). During this protocol he pretends that q is the message received from Alice. At last, this basic protocol's output b is set as Bob's final output. Note that each basic protocol costs p − 1 = 2 copies of box P , so Alice totally accesses 8 copies of P , while Bob only accesses 4 copies of P . sum to −c, which happens with probability
So, by Eq.(33), we must have
otherwise condition (34) is violated. Thus, Theorem 16. In any world where information causality holds, any p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P satisfies:
where µ j is defined as Eq.(23).
Bounds with respect to general functional boxes
Theorems 15 and 16 can be viewed as giving bounds on the proximity between a plausible p-nary-input, pnary-output box and P R p . By lemma 8, P f and P R p are interconvertible for any additively inseparable function f . So there should be also bounds on the proximity between a plausible p-nary-input, p-nary-output box and the corresponding functional box. In what follows, we will give several such bounds.
where a, b, x, y, j ∈ Z p . P f j and P f are essentially equivalent, except for an additive shift of the outputs.
We will consider the case of ∆(f ) = 2 and ∆(f ) > 2 separately.
for some λ = 0 and g, h :
Then we have
To prove this, consider the following protocol: Alice and Bob generate three independent and uniformly random variable α, β, γ ∈ Z p . Alice inputs
to P , and Bob inputs
to P . Suppose they receive outputs a and b respectively. Then Alice sets
as her final output, and Bob sets
as his final output. Suppose this protocol realizes a box P . Then for any given a, b, x, y,
Now recall that in the proof of lemma 8 we gave the following protocol that converts a P f to a P R p : Alice inputs x and Bob inputs y, and suppose they receive a and b. Their final outputs are a = λ −1 (a − g(x)) and
So this protocol converts a P f j to a P R p,λ −1 j . Hence, we have
Combining Eq. (56) and (66), we obtain
Then by theorems 15 and 16, we get Theorem 18. In any world where information causality holds, for any additively inseparable function f : Z p × Z p → Z p with ∆(f ) = 2 and any p-nary-input, p-naryoutput box P , we have:
where ν j is defined as Eq.(54).
Given arbitrary p-nary-input, p-nary-output box P , we change it slightly as follows: Alice and Bob generate a uniformly random γ ∈ Z p , and modify their outputs by a → a + γ and b → b + γ. Suppose this modified box is P . They we have
Define
for some box P . Now recall that in the proof of lemma 8, we have given a recursive protocol that transforms M ≡ 2 ∆(f )−2 copies of P f into a copy of P R p . Let us see what happens if we apply that protocol to P . Suppose the resulting box is P . Note that P acts as P f j with probability ν j (or acts as P with probability 1 − p−1 j=0 ν j ). So each time Alice and Bob access a P , their outputs are basically the same as those of P f except for an additive shift which is j with probability ν j (or with probability 1 − p−1 j=0 ν j the outputs are nonsense). These additive shifts are multiplied by a factor λ −1 for some λ = 0 (see Eq. (66)). And the overall shift in the final output is the sum of a half of these multiplied shifts minus the sum of the other half, since we use a difference method. So,
in which
(76) and P is some box.
Then, by lemma 12, we have
for some µ j ≥ µ j . Now assume Alice and Bob execute basicRAC(p, N, c, P , x, y) for N ≤ p. Then Bob's guess is correct with probability
where in the second step we use µ j ≥ µ j ≥ 0, and in the third step we use Eqs.(75) and (76), and in the last step ν = (ν 0 , ν 1 , . . . , ν p−1 ). So we must have
otherwise condition (34) is violated. Similarly, if Alice and Bob execute recursiveRAC(p, N, c, P , x, y) for N = p n , then Bob's guess is correct with probability
So unless
condition (34) is violated. 
• ∀n ≥ 1, N = p n , L = n(p − 1)2 ∆(f )−2 , ∀c ∈ Z p ,
where ν j is defined as Eqs. (71) and (72).
Remark 20. Since quantum correlations satisfy the principle of information causality, theorems 15, 16, 18 and 19 all apply to them.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have proposed the class of functional boxes which incorporate the generalized PR boxes as a special case. Every functional box corresponding to an additively inseparable function is asymptotically equivalent to a generalized PR box, which can enable perfect distributed computation and make communication complexity trivial. So all such functional boxes are unlikely to exist. Furthermore, we investigated how proximate can a general box be to these functional boxes without violating the principle of information causality.
Our work raises many new questions: First, we have shown that if P R p box can be implemented exactly, it would lead to the collapse of deterministic communication complexity. But we do not know how much noise it can tolerate while still making probabilistic communication complexity trivial. And what about general P f ?
Second, in the proof of lemma 8, we gave a protocol that transforms 2 ∆(f )−2 copies of P f into a P R p . That protocol is universal, but might be not optimal for some f . If we can simulate a P R p with fewer copies of P f , then the bounds in theorem 19 can be improved accordingly. In fact, can we directly use P f to perform distributed computation, instead of first converting it into P R p ?
Third, as pointed out in Ref. [17] , the set of physically allowed boxes should form a closed set under local wirings. Namely, if a set of boxes P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m are all allowed by a physical theory, then a new box P obtained by locally connecting these boxes should also be allowed by this theory. Conversely, if P is not allowed, then at least one of P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m should be prohibited. Since we have already obtained a set of implausible postquantum correlations, can we use this approach to rule out more?
Finally, here we have only considered bipartite p-naryinput, p-nary-output boxes. It would be interesting to extend our results to more general boxes with arbitrary number of inputs and outputs, as well as multipartite boxes.
